MODEL ENTRANCE TEST PAPER
SUBJECT: ENGLISH
GRADE: V
TOTAL MARKS:25
Q.1Read the folloiwng passage and answer the questions:

(10 Marks)

Our world seems to be in the group of speed age. Everyone is in great hurry to reach some
where. Vehicles are driven too fast on the roads. Pedestrians appear to be running instead of
walking. People don’t care for the women, old people and small children. Doctors, lawyers
and even shopkeepers have no time to listen to you. They have no time to have their food.
Peacefully and so ‘superfast’ food-joints have sprung up.It is no surprise that the numberof
people suffering from hyper-tension or heart disease is increasing.
(i) What appears to have occurred to world?
(ii) How do the Pedestrians look on the road?
(iii) Why has ‘superfast’ food become popular?
(iv) Why has the outlook of the people become towards the women, the old and the children?
(v) Why have the cases of hyper tension been increasing?
Q.2 Write the form of the underlined verb indicated in ( ).

(3 Marks)

(i) For centuries, people admire the works of Leonardo da Vinci. (past participle)
(ii) He observe everyday activities as a scientist. (past)
(iii) Leonardo paint with greater skill than any other artist of this time. (past)
Q.3 Underline the dependent clause in each sentence.

(2 Marks)

[A clause that does not make sense by itself is a dependent clause]
(i) Because they cooked with fire, the natives kept live coals.
(ii) The coals smoldered until morning came.
Q.4 Underline the verb that correctly completes the sentence.

(1 Mark)

(i) I (set, sit) a CD on the counter.
(ii) My parents have already (left, let) the store.
Q.5 Underline the Plural nouns in each sentence.
(i) Some seals live on those beaches.
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(3 Marks)

(ii) Don’t burn your feet on the hot sand.
(iii) The fisherman in boats near shore caught many salmon.
Q.6 cross out each incorrectly spelled plural noun.Write the correct spelling above the
word you crossed out.

(2 Marks)

(i) You can find blueberrys on the bushs near those baeches.
(ii) The skys over the shore were clear, but we saw cloudes in the distance.
Q.7 Circle the correct spelling of the word.

(1 Mark)

(i) Attach

atach

attach

(ii) chosen

chosn

chozen

Q.8 Underline the adjective in each sentence.

(2 Marks)

(i) Shahd is an intelligent girl.
(ii) t was a beautiful plan.
Q.9 Circle the adverb in each sentence.

(1 Mark)

(i) He is speaking fast.
(ii) They were very sad.
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